Opportunities in...

Emerging Market Equities
Why emerging market equities?

Reasons to invest

Emerging markets are fast becoming the driver of global growth –
greater than 50% of total global GDP at this point – while 84% of
the world’s population lives in developing market countries.1
This underpins the most exciting theme in emerging markets –
the rise of the middle class and its evolving consumer pattern,
from tourism to the pioneering of new products and services.
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In addition, structural reforms and improved regulation can be
transformational to unlock growth. Whether the continuation of the
reform minded government in India or in Indonesia where the reform
minded government, under Jokowi, recently secured a second term.
Furthermore, emerging markets are breaking away from their
dependence on the developed world, given heightened domestic
demand, which increases resilience to external forces.
The development of local debt markets, the stabilisation of the
interest rate differential between the US and emerging economies
and the dated concept of the “Fragile Five”, are all factors that point
to the improved health of emerging markets.
With many investors under-allocated to emerging markets, the
diversification benefits to clients as well as exposure to this rapidly
improving asset class provides a compelling investment case.

Our approach to risk
The key risk we face is the US-China trade war, with extended trade
negotiations likely to cause uncertainty in markets. We anticipate
both positive and negative surprises, given the intermingling of
issues such as deficit reduction, market access, intellectual
property protection and industrial policy.
In China, the government’s focus has shifted towards selective
stimulus to stabilise the economy. We believe real activity growth
will remain under pressure, with headwinds related to exports.
Emerging market equities have been supported by the US Federal
Reserve’s dovish stance following recent rate cuts, which should
limit further US dollar strength, a headwind for emerging markets.
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Why consider the Threadneedle
Global Emerging Markets Equity Fund?
Identifying ‘stewards of capital’
n We seek to identify companies that can sustain and accelerate profitable
growth, with a focus on return on invested capital. We believe these
‘stewards of capital’ are best positioned to realise the immense growth
potential created by the under-penetration of many emerging market
industries.

A disciplined investment process
n Our structured process sets out to ensure the repeatability of
performance. It is built around the premise of ‘no unintended bets’,
creating upside/downside price targets on all stocks within our investment
universe and, by covering stocks we don’t own, gives us a better
perspective of those we do and the overall universe. We use quantitative
and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) screens to supplement
fundamental research, while there is a disciplined sell rule to correct for
behavioural biases and to limit the downside.

Driven by high-quality research
n Bottom-up fundamental research is the main driver behind the investment
process. We incorporate top-down macro analysis to ascertain the
impact of country and sector dynamics at a company level. This provides
an understanding of the potential success for these bottom-up stories,
creating high conviction for stocks held within the portfolio.

Stability and experience of the team
n Our specialist EM investors have over 20 years’ average investment
experience, with no departures from the team since inception in 2008.
This stability underpins the investment approach, which has produced
consistent alpha generation across sectors, demonstrating the team’s
strong research capabilities.2

True all-cap strategy
n A proven ability to generate alpha across the market cap scale, with a
considerable amount of additional alpha generated in the lowest cap.
This would make the fund an ideal potential investment when either
complementing or as a primary emerging market exposure.

Please refer to the Fund KIID for the objective and policy of this fund.
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Source: Columbia Threadneedle Investments, as at 30 June 2020. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
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About the portfolio manager
Dara White has over 20 years of investment experience and has
managed the Threadneedle Global Emerging Markets Equity Fund
since July 2019.

“

Particularly in emerging markets, the market tends
to fade the growth of well-run businesses too quickly
and it’s this inefficiency that we have consistently
looked to exploit. We favour ‘stewards of capital’ –
companies that can sustain and accelerate profitable
growth with an emphasis on returns. We combine this
with our premise of ‘no unintended bets’ to create
both upside and downside targets with the aim of
delivering attractive, consistent long-term returns for
our investors.

“

Key risks
Past performance is not a guide to future returns and the fund may not achieve its investment
objective. Your capital is at risk. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and
investors might not get back the sum originally invested. Where investments are in assets
that are denominated in multiple currencies, or currencies other than your own, changes in
exchange rates may affect the value of the investments. The fund invests in markets where
economic and regulatory risk can be significant. These factors can affect liquidity, settlement
and asset values. Any such event can have a negative effect on the value of your investment.
The fund holds assets which could prove difficult to sell. The fund may have to lower the
selling price, sell other investments or forego more appealing investment opportunities.
The investment policy of the fund allows it to invest in derivatives for the purposes of
reducing risk or minimising the cost of transactions. The fund typically carries a risk of high
volatility due to its portfolio composition or the portfolio management techniques used. This
means that the fund’s value is likely to fall and rise more frequently and this could be more
pronounced than with other funds. The Fund may invest through the China-Hong Kong Stock
Connect programmes which have significant operational constraints including quota limits
and are subject to regulatory change and increased counterparty risk. All the risks currently
identified as being applicable to the Fund are set out in the “Risk Factors” section of the
Prospectus. Please read the Key Investor Information Document and the Fund Prospectus if
considering investing.
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To find out more visit columbiathreadneedle.co.uk
Important information: For use by Professional and/or Qualified Investors only (not to be used with or passed on to retail clients). This is an advertising document. Past performance is no guide to future returns. The value of investments
and any income is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up and may be affected by exchange rate fluctuations. This means that an investor may not get back the amount invested. Your capital is at risk. Data as at 30 June 2020, unless
otherwise stated. Threadneedle Specialist Investments Funds ICVC (“TSIF”) is an open-ended investment company structured as an umbrella company, incorporated in England and Wales, authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) as a UCITS scheme. Certain sub-funds of TSIF are registered for public offer in Austria, Belgium, Chile, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland,
Sweden and the UK. Shares in the Funds may not be offered to the public in any other country and this document must not be issued, circulated or distributed other than in circumstances which do not constitute an offer to the public and are
in accordance with applicable local legislation. The fund characteristics described above are internal guidelines (rather than limits and controls). They do not form part of the fund’s objective and policy and are subject to change without notice
in the future. This material is for information only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an order to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments, or to provide investment advice or services. TSIF is registered with Danish
Financial Services Authority for marketing to professional investors only. The Funds may not be offered or sold to retail investors in Denmark. TSIF is authorised in Spain by the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (CNMV) and registered
with the relevant CNMV’s Register with number 481. Het compartiment is op grond van artikel 1:107 van de Wet op het financieel toezicht opgenomen in het register dat wordt gehouden door de Autoriteit Financiële Markten. / Pursuant to article
1:107 of the Act of Financial Supervision, the subfund is included in the register that is kept by the AFM. Please read the Prospectus before investing. Subscriptions to a Fund may only be made on the basis of the current Prospectus and the Key
Investor Information Document, as well as the latest annual or interim reports and the applicable terms & conditions. Please refer to the `Risk Factors’ section of the Prospectus for all risks applicable to investing in any fund and specifically
this Fund. The above documents are available in English, French, German, Portuguese, Italian, Spanish and Dutch (no Dutch Prospectus), Swedish (for the Key Investor Information Document only) and can be obtained free of charge on request
from: Columbia Threadneedle Investments PO Box 10033, Chelmsford, Essex CM99 2AL; in Austria: Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich AG, Am Stadtpark 9, 1030 Vienna ; in Belgium: CACEIS Belgium S.A., avenue du Port 86 C b 320, 1000
Brussels; in France: BNP Paribas Securities Services, Les Grands Moulins de Pantin, 9 rue du Débarcadère, 93500 Pantin; in Germany: JP Morgan AG, Junghofstr. 14, 60311 Frankfurt; in Ireland: J.P. Morgan Bank Administration Services (Ireland)
Limited, J.P. Morgan House International Financial Services Centre, Dublin 1; in Italy: any appointed distributor listed on columbiathreadneedle.it; in Luxembourg: State Street Bank Luxembourg S.A., 49 Avenue J. F. Kennedy, 1855 Luxembourg;
in Spain: any appointed distributor listed on the Spanish Financial Regulator’s website (www.cnmv.es); in Sweden from Skandiaviska Enskilda Banken AB, Kungsträdgårdsgatan, SE-10640 Stockholm, Sweden. For Swiss investors: Subscriptions
to a Fund may only be made on the basis of the current Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document, as well as the latest annual or interim reports and the applicable terms & conditions. Please refer to the ‘Risk Factors’ section of
the Prospectus for all risks applicable to investing in any fund and specifically this Fund. The above documents and the instrument of incorporation are available on request from our representative and Paying Agent in Switzerland, BNP Paribas
Securities Services, Paris, succursale de Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16,CH-8002 Zurich. The analysis included in this document has been produced by Columbia Threadneedle Investments for its own investment management activities, may have
been acted upon prior to publication and is made available here incidentally. Any opinions expressed are made as at the date of publication but are subject to change without notice and should not be seen as investment advice. Information
obtained from external sources is believed to be reliable but its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. Issued by Threadneedle Investment Services Limited. Registered in England and Wales, Registered No. 3701768, Cannon Place,
78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6AG, United Kingdom. Authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority. Columbia Threadneedle Investments is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies.
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